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CubeMaster, developed in Australia by SCACO is the most powerful
SKU Data Management Software product in world.
WMS & ERP vendors and users, Programmers, and Supply Chain IT professionals all agree:
Nothing in the industry even compares to CubeMaster.
“If you are serious about SKU data management then CubeMaster is a must-have.”
The various CubiScan models are each used to
quickly and accurately determine the precise
weight and dimensions (LWH) of Stock Keeping
Units (SKUs) in a DC or Warehouse.
But this measurement data is not very helpful if
you still need to manually record and enter it
into a host IT application.
CubeMaster WMS Integration Software is an
automation powerhouse. It incorporates an SQL
database and runs on a PC with grunt that
forms part of the overall CubiScan solution.
CubeMaster enables the detailed measurement,
validation, storage, management, and data
export interface of tens or even hundreds of
thousands of SKUs to a host WMS application.

CubeMaster for all CubiScan models:

CubiScan 25
Ideal for small irregular shapes

CubiScan 150
Ideal for cartons at dispatch
+ cuboidal SKUs

CubiScan 100
Ideal for cartons/boxes

CubeMaster WMS
Integration Software

CubiScan 125
Ideal for irregular shapes +
cartons/boxes

CubiScan 1200 AKL
Ideal for larger / palletised
irregular + all shapes –
freight & SKUs
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CubeMaster for:
CubiScan 25, 100, 125, 150, and 1200-AKL

CubiScan

•Gets weight and
volumetric data
•Sends data over
serial coms
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Cubemaster

•Displays item
information and
data from CubiScan
•Saves measured
data to database
•Can import or
export data

Database

•Contains all
product
information
•Contains
configuration for
Cubemaster
•Handles important
procedures for
Cubemaster
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How it works: CubeMaster
CubeMaster is always configured to each individual clients’ needs. Our IT people work closely with
your IT people every step of the way. If you want complex verification metrics, no worries. If you
want something simple, that’s okay too. CubeMaster accurately captures and stores volumetric and
verification data from any CubiScan model and, with its easy to understand front-end, it’s a breeze
for anyone to use with minimal training.
Everything is handled by a robust database system which stores all information and handles
important processes for the CubeMaster application. This allows CubeMaster to be flexible enough
to fit the needs of any of our clients with a highly configurable back-end that can handle any task
while leaving the operating side simple and easy to use.

CubiScan

•Gets weight and
volumetric data
•Sends data over
serial coms
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CubeMaster

•Displays item
information and
data from
CubiScan
•Saves measured
data to database
•Can import or
export data

Database

•Contains all
product
information
•Contains
configuration for
CubeMaster
•Handles important
procedures for
Cubemaster
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The front-end
CubeMaster is designed to allow for a
great degree of flexibility and
customisation with up to 21 userdefined fields while remaining simple
and usable for the operator.
An operator simply needs to scan a
barcode or search for an item number
to bring up all relevant information. By
ticking the box next to any field
they’re able to search on that field
instead. From there they place the
item on the CubiScan, press F5 and
volumetric data is taken from the
CubiScan and saved to the database.
Example Cubemaster application configured to show conversion to imperial units

If they can’t find the item they need they can add it in themselves. Simply by entering the
information in to the relevant fields and saving they can create a whole new record in the database.
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Screen Shot: CubeMaster Configuration Guide
SCACO will configure your particular CubeMaster solution based on guidance and descriptions
that you provide during the sales and pre-installation process. The spreadsheet below is a
handy guide to better understand how the configuration is set up.
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Configuring CubeMaster: Unlimited SKUs. High Level Metrics.
One Million SKUs? No Problem. Ten units of measure? Easy.
When it comes to SKU data metrics the CubiScan running CubeMaster can become
“your source of truth” for SKU data. This is also especially helpful when adding new
SKUs into the system “on the fly”.

Up to 21 unique user defined SKU data fields
that your operator can verify during the
measurement process.

28,000 SKUs + and counting

All the units of measure you need to record

CubeMaster: Taking SKU data verification to the next level
The Power of CubeMaster :
Configuration = Imagination
Check out the CubeMaster screen shot
on the next page.
The spreadsheet columns headers,
whether event driven (ie LWH) or
verification driven, become data fields
located at different locations on the
operator screen.

Do the above questions seem familiar? Talk to us.
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Sample Features
Some of the features available in the CubeMaster software include:
•

The ability to save items as separate levels based on the Unit of Measure (UOM). You define
your various UOM during the configuration process.

•

Automatic conversion of CubiScan data. cm  mm, kg  g etc

•

A Quantity field for length, width and height allowing several of an item to be stacked.
Cubemaster will then work out the dimensions as though it were a single item.

•

Change an axis. You can change L to H or L to W and H to W – depending on how your WMS
requires SKU dimensions to be represented.

•

Manual entry. SKUs too big? Scan the barcode and manually enter hand measured dims
yourself.

•

Date and time are saved with each transaction

•

Automated exports and backups
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CubiScan & CubeMaster:
Managing the data metrics of millions of Australian SKUs
Regardless of your logistics level in the supply chain CubeMaster is the answer. The following great brands
CubiScan
with
SKUstheir
Dimensioning
All rely on
CubeMaster to supercharge
Warehouse
Management Systems with accurate SKU data.
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